Speakers Role Listeners Graumann
perspective-taking in communication: representations of ... - perspective-taking in communication:
representations of others' knowledge in reference* robert m. krauss and susan r. fussell ... perspective-taking in
communication: representations of others' knowledge in reference. social cognition, 9, 2-24. the published version
may differ in some ... the assumption that speakers and listeners2 are capable ... in communication, the
fundamental role of knowing what ... - the role of the other"-but modern theories of language use have detailed
in a more explicit way the role such knowledge plays in message formulation and comprehension. for example,
the assumption that speakers and iisteners2 are capable of assessing their conversational parmers' knowledge with
some precision is implicit in many pragmatic other-relatedness in language processing: discussion and ... other-relatedness in language processing: discussion and comments robert m. krauss and susan r. fussell ... herbert
mead placed great emphasis on the role language plays in the develop- ment of human self-consciousness.
selfhood, he argued, is distinguished by the ... as graumann and sommer (this issue) and kruse, weimer and
wagner (this ... axonomy t and selectivity - springer - tants (graumann, 1995 , p. 18), and participants (ten have,
2007 , p. 74) make no distinction between listeners and speakers and thereby risk the impression that the speaker
is the only active role. indeed, none of these terms advert to the fact that the participation is actually verbal.
nonetheless, the parity established by the term par- social responsibility in en spokdialogue - language use as
joint activity into its proper subordinate role. both listening and speaking are fundamentally ascribable to the
individuals who listen and speak. ... individual listeners and speakers. intersubjectivity in chap. 6 , we have
engaged intersubjectivity as the basic psychological accompa- ... and graumann, 1995 ; both cited in farr ...
nikolas coupland and howard giles - wordpress - nikolas coupland and howard giles several of the key
concerns that, some 15 years ago, underlay the development of a theory ... attributions and evaluations-that
involve speakers and listeners in on-going interaction. ... and schaefer, 1987; graumann and hermann, 1988;
krauss, 1987; kraut and higgins, 178 nikolas coupland and howard giles ... chapter 20 perspectivity rd.springer - speakers and listeners that we find it difficult to back away far enough to get them into focus.
metaphorically, we speak and listen from a place, and it ...
(graumann,1989,p.99)rexample,suleimanetal.(2002,p.285)have ... the news announcers play the role of
goffmanÃ¢Â€Â™s (1981, p. 226 f.) Ã¢Â€Â˜Ã¢Â€Â˜animator, that is, the sounding box from which ... irony,
quotation and other forms of staged intertextuality - in karl graumann/werner kallmeyer (eds.)(2002):
perspective and perspectivation in ... speak not just "as themselves," but inhabitate a role for which they must
perform a voice ... speakers mean what they say and more, whereas with nonliteral language speakers do not
irony, quotation, and other forms of staged intertextuality - irony, quotation, and other forms of staged
intertextuality: double or contrastive perspectivation in conversation helga kotthoff ... speakers mean what they
say and more, whereas with nonliteral language speakers do not ... solely the case with irony that the role of the
speaker is simply split into the one who speaks (animator in goffman's ... gaze d fluency in conversational peech
- role in conversational regulation. changes in who holds the conversational floor tend to be associated with
changes in gaze direction: as speakers complete their turns, they are likely to be looking directly at their listeners,
and speakers typically begin their turns with gaze averted. kendon (1967), among others, has ÃƒÂœber
hÃƒÂ¶rer, hÃƒÂ¶ren und sichsagenhÃƒÂ¶ren - h. walter schmitz  56  rule
not as intense as the speakerÃ¢Â€Â™s own share, it is quite essential for his pleasure, and the reciprocity is
established by the change of rÃƒÂ´les.
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